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• Not every unit of input will lead to a proportional
increase of output.
• At one point, adding more input gives you a decreasing
rate of return.
• Add more input despite diminishing returns, you will
reach a stage where not only do you not get a positive
return for every extra input, but you decrease your
overall output!

A fundamental principle of economics, the concept of 
diminishing returns can be applied in order to answer a 
basic question we often get.  When you add a filter to a 
fluid stream, the filter creates a resistance to flow which 
we measure as differential pressure.    There is a straight-
line relationship between flow and pressure, such that:

a.) More flow equates to more differential pressure 
b.) Reducing area at similar flow will result in higher 
differential pressure
c.) Reducing filter area while maintaining the same 
differential results in less flow

The filtration process, whether liquid or gas, involves the 
collection of solid particles on the filter media, which 
results in a diminishing flow if maintained at constant 
pressure, or an increase in differential pressure if 
maintained at constant flow.  In either case, what is truly 
happening is that the available area for the capture of the 
solid particles is diminishing over time, and this becomes 
our definition of “plugging”.  So, if we correlate 
differential pressure with plugging, and plugging with 

available area, we can then answer the basic question, 
“when should I change my filter?”.

If we maintain constant flow, we are able to directly 
relate to differential pressure to available filter area and 
can mathematically determine filter blockage relative to 
increasing differential pressure, with the fact that each 
time differential pressure doubles, the available filter 
area is halved:
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Filter Change-out: The Law of Diminishing Returns

From the math, we can determine that there is only 12% 
of the surface area remaining when you are 8X the initial 
differential pressure.  That means that if you start a 1 
PSID clean, when you reach 8 PSID with the same flow, 
you have plugged 88% of the filter area.  If we were to 
run to 15 PSID in the same process, the filter would be 
94% plugged.  This means you nearly doubled your 
differential pressure, yet received only 6% added life, 
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definitely a diminished return!   In a different approach, if 
we maintain constant pressure, we see a similar 
relationship such that a reduction to 50% of the original 
clean flow means 50% of the filter is plugged; 20% of the 
flow equates to 80% of the filter being plugged:  

In many processes, a single parameter is not usually 
maintained and thus it is not usually this clear cut as 
you have a blend of decreasing flow and increasing 
differential.  From the perspective of a manufacturer, 
the general recommendation is to change the filter at 
5x – 8 x the initial clean differential, or 80 – 88% 
blocked.  This minimizes the strain on pumps, ensures 
good particle capture, reduces the risk of deformable 
particle extruding through a filter and optimizes 
processing time.   It is often difficult to get someone to 
understand the majority of their filter area is blocked at 
8 PSID, but that is supported mathematically.

Ultimately it is up to the operations to determine their 
point of diminished returns by evaluating the risk to 
the process and the equipment, as well as the value of 
time relative to the impact of decreased production 
volume, and of course the value of the filter being 
used.




